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Abstract: As internet usage is increasing day to day in common man’s life and with the advent of modernized
web page displays, it sometimes provides us ease and complexities in the usage. With the usage of multilingual
presentation of web pages the information reaches more common people. Since all the internet users may not
necessarily understand English; regional languages like Hindi, Tamizh and Telugu in India play a very important
role in the web pages seen today. An example of yahoo web page illustrates such example. Content extraction
plays a significant role in such type of web pages to make user understand what the web page says about.
Media mining is the benchmark of such approaches which tells us what subject related the web page is about.
Statistical Interpretation gives us the necessary results classification and comparison with the help of
probabilistic approaches which is the focus of the present paper.
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INTRODUCTION generated by a browser for presenting various aspects,

Internet is becoming increasingly a powerful medium English and Tamizh on a particular day. It may be seen
in variety of disciplines and with the spread of mobile and that contents are completely different other than the
ad-hoc networks; it is an essential component in many images. Here the top one is in English with content
areas of application. But with English as the main completely different from the one in regional language
language used in the development in many of these Tamizh, shown next.
conceptual and innovative applications, its adoption in So, content extraction and transliteration are more
regional and multi-lingual level needs more and more needed than literal translation of the document. Many
extensive work. One of the main problems here is in times the format of the web page is such that video, audio
assessing the content of a web document and NOT the and text are in built in such a way that content is very
translated version of it which may take more time when apparent from the audio and video so that the user or
one looks at this from on-line perspective. So if a content node can decide immediately which is his need for further
mining approach based on the file format of the web browsing. With this in view, it is proposed to develop a
document is developed so that the user or the node can method based on pixel maps alone which any computer
react immediately for getting an in-depth view of a can ‘understand’ and use to extract content. In this study
particular aspect in the document. It is the focus of the pixel map attributes for texts and characters of different
present study to look into aspects dealing with web languages are discussed to form the basis for
documents either in English or in a regional language like classification and training.
Hindi, Tamizh, Telugu are prepared in different modes.

Literature Survey: Web documents are prepared in processing the data as it is may be in different forms like
different ways with HTML occupying a standard form for pictures, texts or media or in different formats either in full
developing web pages. But if one looks at the  documents form  or  compressed  form. But if we carefully observe the

the content might differ. Fig.1 shows a web page in

Existing Methods: One of the basic steps in mining is in
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Fig. 1: Web page on the same day in different languages 

Fig. 2: A sample document on web for content mining Since computer understands only pixel map

existing methods which process data is rather better 0/1. So the pixel map of any data can be seen as a matrix of
structured information is considered as data sets [1]. If we columns and rows with each element giving the color
take handwritten OCR procedure cannot process valid scheme for the pixel. Typically the matrix could be [Nx, Ny,
results if the text is more cursive. Even this procedure Ip] where Nx indicates the rows Ny the columns and Ip
doesn’t support if text  is  of  Urdu  or  Chinese  language; the value of each element. The matrix is rectangular with
because in Urdu language text is processed right to left rows being less than columns  mostly  in  the  case of
rather the conventional English language processing texts and  letters  and  the values Ip may be either 0 or 1
which is left to right processing and if we take Chinese for black and white and 0 to 255 for color depending on
language we go for vertical processing of data which is the resolution. So the characteristic and attribute of any
completely different to all other languages in the world pixel map can be deduced from these three values and
where only horizontal processing of data is seen. Existing most of image processing and data mining depend on this
methods like text mining, topic summarization and context basic matrix. In this study this is used to assess the
mining and summarization are in process of making the content [4]. 
user understand the web information and mining the Fig. 3 shows an example for three words computer,
information on web [2, 3]. But, the above said difficulties internet and coffee in four languages often used in
are not explained properly in any of these techniques transliterated format in real life rather using their
which have been a major drawback for web users. translation.

Proposed Method: In order to overcome the above
disadvantages  for  text and image processing we
proposed a  new  generic   content  mining approach
which  is  an  intelligent    technique   which  doesn’t
bother  whether  the   information   is  processed
horizontal or vertical, or left to right or vice-versa. Here we
consider content on the webpage rather text as given in
Fig 2.

manipulation and expects data to be in binary format i.e.,
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Fig. 3: Word in English used in other languages in letters and words for better assessment of pixel map

Fig. 4: Pixel maps of letters and words Normally texts in any language consist of words

Fig. 5: Words in English translated in Tamizh language RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 4 shows typical letters and words with sizes of Fig. 6 gives a comparison of features of “I” in four
pixel maps and irrespective of which language, the image different formats, in Telugu, Hindi, Tamizh and English
or pixel map is what the computer stores as data and respectively. This gives us a clear idea of feature
interpretation through different software allows one to extraction and opens new dimensions and challenges that
display  or use as input. This is the basic data taken up for we face while statistically proving. Since regional
processing. language letters  have  characters  surrounding  the main

Letters and words in different languages have their
own unique and distinctive features; but with English
dominating the web in the last two decades, a tendency to
use words mutually in English and regional languages has
become popular. For example the word ‘computer’ is used
as it is in many languages and communication. So,
content extraction calls for similar and dissimilar features

attributes. Example shown in Fig. 5 is the symbols that we
use in drawing a flowchart both in English and Tamizh
wherein text is used in translated form whereas symbols
remain as it is which is of special interest for us.

formed in a certain structured way and each of these
words consists of characters native to the language in
which the text is prepared. So it is preferable to look at
extraction of features in characters and here one can see
how it is quite complicated between English and any
regional language like Tamizh.

Fig. 6: Feature extraction comparison for ‘I’
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Fig. 7: Pixel Feature comparison Telugu and Hindi respectively are considered as a single

Fig. 8: Probability variation for vector1 data observing how the features vary as the content varies

Fig. 10: Pixel Feature comparison for all five sets 3. Chen, S.C., S.H. Rubin, M.L. Shyu and C. Zhang,

body, the pixel map is divided into three segments like framework for content-based image retrieval, IEEE
25% top, 50%middle and 25% bottom. Letters ‘g’ and ‘y’ Transactions on Systems, Man and Cybernetics: Part
in English have bottom 25% for example. C 36(6): 772-783.

Since parent language is taken as English one can
normalise features and this is  given  in  Fig. 7.  One can
see   clearly   the   variation  in  features  in  three
segments and this can be used for classification and
training [5].

With the complexities mentioned above in the
attributes of pixel maps, it is preferable that statistical
pattern recognition approach can give ideas on the
content and  as  is  normal  when  more  data  are  added
the probabilistic predictions may be closer  to  reality.
This approach is taken here. Probability variation for the
data set of four words “I” in four different languages are
given and the data set is named here as vector1.

As an extension of work carried out in the present
paper, all the six words considered “book, graduate,
lecturer, research, student and study” in English, its
translation in Hindi and its transliteration in Tamizh,

data set consisting of 30 pixel maps and the pixel map
feature comparison for the entire data set is given below
in Fig.9 which can be considered as a parent data set for
comparing any other combination of data found on web
pages to give the results part.

CONCLUSION

A method based on feature extraction for words in
multi-lingual documents is developed and the complexities
and numerical aspects are discussed for typical examples.
The examples are from letters to words bringing out the
need to include character variations in developing the
mining approach. The work will be expanded in future in

when different languages are taken into consideration,
what complexities arise when mixture of translated and
transliterated words are used. A comparative study with
neural network approach will be scope of future work.
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